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The fictional world of “post-exoticism” created by Antoine Volodine commonly
shows ravaged worlds or characters struggling to survive, following a catastrophe.
Minor Angels, published in 1999, is an important example of this project: it is a novel
consisting of forty-nine “narracts” or testimonies of survivors of a major and
unpredicted disaster; imprisoned men, immortal witches or hybrid creatures emerge
from these peculiar narratives challenging temporal and spatial boundaries. In this
essay, I will be looking at Minor Angels from the perspective of memory formation
within a “post-exotic” realm that focuses on revolutionary failures, post-crisis
situations, and dystopic scenarios narrated by several personages, fashioning a
complex and multiple universe, in which fantasy can hardly be distinguished from
reality. This article aims to discuss how in this novel recollection and repetition are
discursive reactions foreseeing a stabilization of major historical traumas and fears of
the last century, depicting at the same time the abject experienced in a world where
meaning has collapsed.

Strangeness is the form taken by beauty when beauty has no hope.1
How can I be without border?2

Antoine Volodine published his first novel in 1985 at Delanöel, in the
series “Présence du futur”, winning the French Science-Fiction Prize
in 1987 with Rituel du mépris [A Disdain Ritual]. Even if he has been
associated with fantastic or science-fiction imaginaries, he claims no
literary affiliation – except to an international, combative and
responsive writing – occupying a peculiar place in contemporary
French literature partially due to the presence in his books of a
complex and inventive universe aiming to blur our logical
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understanding of reality. Antoine Volodine’s work can hardly be
framed within a literary programme or in a well-referenced literary
genre. The author of Minor Angels (Des Anges mineurs, 1999)
actually emphasizes this ambiguous position his literary production
occupies, and he takes advantage of this strangeness to cultivate his
post-exotic imaginary, which intends to present a “foreign literature
written in French”.3
Post-exoticism is theorized and defined in his own fiction and
summarizes an auto-reflexive fantastic world where humans are no
longer protagonists. Instead, as a sort of Untermensch,4 they are
characters suffering the damages of a ravaged civilization wounded by
atomic disasters and successive failures of political and social
systems. In Le Post-exotisme en dix leçons, leçon onze,5 Antoine
Volodine, which is also a pseudonym, argues that he and other
invented writers (he created several heteronyms such as Lutz
Bassman, Manuela Draeger or Elli Kronauer), decided to call postexoticism the literary constructions related to revolutionary
shamanism and oral tradition developed in a time paper and books
were not allowed by the government. As a fictional world invented by
the author himself, post-exoticism structures an inward universe, a
secret hider, but also a language displaying an offensive feature
opposed to capitalism and its injuries, acting as a sort of “terrorist”
literature.
The designation of post-exoticism as “internal literature”6 outlines
the foreignness or strangeness we testify when reading some of
Volodine’s volumes and specifically Minor Angels, in which the
presented universe can only be understood inside its own narrative
structures and without clear references to external facts, time or space,
but still evoking them. This ambiguity in relation to the referentiality
of the world enlightens what Volodine may understand by “foreign
literature in French” when theorizing about post-exoticism: it is not a
literary movement or style, but as his English translator states, “it is
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